The solution proposed by Murdock and colleagues is overbooking-as used by many airline companies and hotels to make up for anticipated non-attendance. The difference is that they are dealing with customers who have already paid for their service directly. I feel a more fruitful way to encourage attendance would be to instigate a system of fines for non-attendance. The fine, which might be £10, could be avoided by cancelling within 24 hours, thereby giving the practice time to find a replacement patient. It is impossible to say how much extra revenue would be generated nationally by the system, since we cannot predict how many people would cancel appointments and how many would pay the penalty. Some other questions would arise-for example, should fines be means-tested? Is £10 too much or too little? How should any such payment be made? Who exactly should coordinate penalty fines? Where should the proceeds go? Should the outpatient department or general practice make 'reminder' phone calls if possible? Should any group of people be exempt (e.g. the homeless)? Should the penalty be increased if not paid promptly (as happens with parking fines)? What form should an appeals system take?
This system of fines would not compromise the ethos of free healthcare at the point of delivery, nor could it be condemned as a 'stealth tax' since the fine is entirely avoidable. Many other institutions impose fines for rule-breaking-for speeding, for late return of library books-and these seem to work. The general public might support the scheme since most people do keep their appointments and are paying through their taxes for those who do not.
